
Nancy M. Morris 
Federal Advisory Committee Management Officer 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington 
DC 20549-1090. 
U.S.A 

By E-mail: rule-comments@sec.gov 

March 26, 2008 

Dear Ms. Morris 

RE: File No. 265-24 
Release Nos. 33-8896; 34-57331 
Progress Report of the SEC Advisory Committee on Improvements 
to Financial Reporting 

The Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer in Deutschland [Institute of Public Auditors in 
Germany] (IDW) is pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the above-
mentioned Progress Report of the SEC Advisory Committee on Improvements 
to Financial Reporting (hereinafter referred to as “the Progress Report”). The 
IDW is seeking to comment on the Progress Report because our members will 
be directly affected by developments in financial reporting in the U.S. to the ex
tent that they perform or are involved in audits of U.S. issuers or their subsidiar
ies. Furthermore, the discussions and proposals detailed in the Progress Report 
are likely to have an impact not only on financial reporting in the U.S., but also 
at an international level. 

General Support 

The IDW supports the SEC Advisory Committee’s initiative and believes that the 
Committee’s proposals and discussions constitute a significant and constructive 
contribution to improving the financial reporting system in the U.S. and will ulti
mately have a positive impact on discussions held internationally and thus fur
ther developments in financial reporting at an international level.  
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We support the Commission’s proposals relating to the ongoing convergence 
with International Financial Reporting Standards. In particular, we welcome the 
proposals to move away from rules-based complex standards, reduce industry 
specific guidance in favor of more activity-based standards as well as the call for 
the FASB’s codification project to lead to, to the extent practicable, a single au
thoritative standard setter, thereby restricting the present diversity of sources 
currently interpreting U.S. GAAP. 

Contribution to Further Discussions 

We would like to contribute to the Committee’s further deliberations and discus
sions by providing for the Committee’s consideration a Paper, which, although 
drafted in the context of financial reporting at an international level, is neverthe
less highly relevant to the issue of improving financial reporting in general. Ac
cordingly, we are pleased to enclose the IDW Concept Paper: “Additional Issues 
in Relation to a Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting” issued on Sep
tember 17, 2007. 

The IDW Concept Paper examines various issues relating to the preparation of 
financial statements within the financial reporting process, discussing the inter
relationship between accounting (i.e., what preparers must do to be able to re
port) and financial reporting (i.e., what is required to be reported). In this con
text, the Paper contends that certain important aspects relevant to the prepara
tion of financial statements have not been accorded sufficient consideration in 
international standard setting to date. The Concept Paper ultimately concludes 
that standard setters need to give more consideration to the “nuts and bolts” of 
accounting and financial reporting in their broader sense, because these have a 
major impact on the information that financial reporting standards require to be 
reported. 

We are particularly pleased to note that certain issues addressed in the Pro
gress Report do, however, touch upon this approach. Notably, the suggestions 
and proposals regarding professional judgment and the necessary documenta
tion thereof reflect the IDW Concept Paper’s deliberations in relation to the need 
for adequate justification of accounting measurements and the collation of ac
counting evidence. It is vital that standard setters give sufficient consideration to 
preparers’ ability to gather accounting evidence and to document professional 
judgments made, and bear in mind the practicalities of accounting systems, 
processes and controls needed to prepare financial statements in accordance 
with the standards they promulgate, in addition to weighing the needs of inves
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tors. We therefore support the Committee in this respect and suggest that these 
aspects be expanded upon in future considerations.  

Specific Comments 

In this letter, we do not intend to comment in detail on all aspects of the Pro
gress Report, however, we would like to make certain comments in respect of 
selected aspects addressed therein: 

Investor Perspective 

Naturally, it is appropriate that the Committee deliberates the issue of how ap
propriate investor representation can best be achieved in the standard setting 
process. Appropriate investor representation in setting standards for financial 
reporting is undeniably essential, since investor needs are one of the main fac
tors driving financial reporting.  

We accept that representation in standard setting matters may need to be more 
balanced than may, in some instances, be the case presently. In particular, we 
recognize that attention needs to be paid to ensuring that investor views are 
given their due consideration. However, we are concerned that the Progress 
Report does not sufficiently acknowledge that it is the overall balance of repre
sentation that ought to be optimized, rather than it being merely a matter of in
creasing the input of any one faction per se. An appropriate balance of inter
ested parties needs to be involved in standard setting, including financial state
ment preparers, auditors, academia, regulators and investors. We agree with 
the proposal that participation of investor representatives could also be 
achieved by appointing suitably qualified individuals to the FASB staff in addition 
to representation on the Board. The Committee should also acknowledge that 
over-representation by any one faction in any manner is, however, not desir
able. Indeed, a mechanism to deal with the accountability of standard setters is 
called for. We support the creation of a formal Agenda Advisory Group, as the 
Committee has proposed, providing the balance of representatives is appropri
ate. 

Pre-reviews and post adoption reviews are certainly beneficial, again when indi
vidual viewpoints are balanced appropriately. In this respect, we are concerned 
at the wording of the second bullet point under no. 5 on page 7 of the Executive 
Overview repeated in the Developed Proposal 2.3 on page 37, since this word
ing implies that only investor views would count in a pre-review of new stan
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dards. Whilst these views are undoubtedly highly significant, they should not 
constitute the sole source of pre-review feedback on new standards. We refer to 
our comments above together with the enclosed IDW Concept Paper in respect 
of the impact of preparation of financial statements on standard setting. Such 
factors need to be taken into account in the standard setting process; at the lat
est at the pre-review stage, since practicalities involved in the implementation of 
new standards also need to be considered from the viewpoint of preparers and 
auditors. Any evaluation of the cost / benefit of proposed accounting treatments 
or standards also needs to give due consideration to both the ability of prepar
ers to obtain and document accounting evidence, and the required internal con
trols ensuing. From an investor perspective, these issues ought to be highly 
relevant, since they directly impact the verifiability and hence auditability of fi
nancial statements. 

Materiality 

We support the proposal for guidance reinforcing the concept of materiality for 
preparers, auditors and investors. However, in our opinion it is essential that a 
robust definition of the term “the perspective of a reasonable investor” be de
termined to apply for preparers, auditors, and regulators alike and to be under
stood by investors themselves. In our view, the concept that materiality in the 
evaluation of errors may be on a “sliding scale” included in the Developed Pro
posal 3.1 on page 56 could represent a problem, because it could be interpreted 
as meaning that the reasonableness of investors is likewise to be considered on 
a sliding scale. The suggestion that FASB or the SEC should conduct education 
sessions in this area for preparers and auditors is certainly a step in the right di
rection; however, investors and other affected parties will also need to be in
structed as to what can be viewed as reasonable in this context.  

Judgment Framework and Documentation 

As noted above, we agree with the Committee’s call for a move from rules-
based toward increasingly principles-based Standards. The proposal in Sec
tion III of Chapter 2 for the development of a judgment framework to apply to fi
nancial reporting to react to the call for more principles-based Guidance, will 
certainly be helpful in steering the behavior of preparers, auditors, regulators, 
and other interested parties. Indeed, the IDW Concept Paper expresses the 
view that a conceptual framework for financial reporting will need to encompass 
management’s accountability, and in this context, its ability to gather and weigh 
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accounting evidence to support the arguments used in its accounting decision-
making process, as well as encompassing requirements with respect to docu
mentation and accounting systems. A robust framework setting clear criteria for 
preparers and those required to evaluate preparers’ judgments would be in the 
interests of all concerned. We support the statement at the top of page 66: “the 
use of hindsight should only be used based on the facts reasonably available at 
the time the annual or interim financial statements were issued” in conjunction 
with the text relating to documentation at the bottom of paragraph 69, since 
these are both highly significant aspects that need to be taken into account in 
the development of any such framework. In our opinion, the Developed Pro
posal 3.4 on page 67 needs to reflect these aspects.  

Assurance on XBRL Information 

We appreciate that the use of XBRL is rapidly increasing, as XBRL is set to be
come the technical format for financial reporting of the future. Indeed, regula
tors, analysts, and investors stand to benefit from XBRL reporting in that they 
are able to more easily use the financial information in the financial statements 
they are used to receiving in “traditional” paper or electronic form for analysis 
purposes, etc.  However, we would like to caution that XBRL financial state
ments are subject to the same requirements as are “traditional” financial state
ments. 

In order to safeguard the integrity of the information transmitted, the process of 
XBRL reporting needs to be appropriately designed and implemented, and op
erating effectively. In our opinion, because auditors have the knowledge and 
experience of auditing financial statements and, where applicable, testing the 
accounting process and the design, implementation and operating effectiveness 
of internal control over financial reporting of the entity being audited, an assur
ance engagement to obtain assurance on the XBRL reporting process would be 
in the public interest, and should generally be carried out by the entity’s auditor, 
or another member of the auditing profession.  

In addition to assurance services relating to XBRL documents (audits of finan
cial statements, reviews of interim financial information, etc.), there is an in
creasing need for an assurance service in respect of the effectiveness of XBRL 
reporting process itself, e.g.,  “Internal control over the XBRL reporting process”. 
In our opinion, future moves toward “just-in-time” reporting will necessitate an 
adequate reporting process, the effectiveness of which will need to be subject to 
audit. 
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Both accounting and auditing standard setters need to react to these develop
ments. We view this matter as significant in any deliberations on the use of 
XBRL reporting and therefore support the suggestion on page 80 of the Pro
gress Report that the SEC and the PCAOB seek input in this issue. 

We would be very pleased to be of further assistance if you have any questions 
or comments about the contents of our letter. 

Yours truly, 

Klaus-Peter Feld Norbert Breker 
Executive Director Technical Director 
 Accounting and Auditing 

541/500 

Encl. 
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Executive Summary 

IDW Concept Paper: 

Additional Issues in Relation to a Conceptual Framework 

for Financial Reporting 

1. 	 The purpose of this Paper is to address additional issues in relation to the objective 
of financial reporting and their impact upon the qualitative characteristics of financial 
reporting information.  

2. 	 In the International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB’s) “Preliminary Views on 
Qualitative Characteristics of Decision-Useful Financial Reporting Information” (here
inafter referred to as the “Preliminary Views”), the IASB chose not to undertake a 
fundamental review of the concepts forming the foundation for a conceptual frame
work for financial reporting. This Draft IDW Concept Paper takes the view that a 
more thorough examination of the cost-benefit concept, of the reliability aspect of de
cision-useful information, and of the stewardship objective for financial reporting, 
would indicate that the Preliminary Views' approach to financial reporting may be in
adequate because it may lead to accounting standards setting that focuses on finan
cial reporting outcomes without addressing the financial reporting processes and re
lated costs needed to achieve those outcomes. Furthermore, these issues may have 
an impact upon the consistent application of IFRSs on a worldwide basis.  

3. 	 The Preliminary Views treat the costs and benefits of financial reporting information 
as a constraint, rather than treating the consideration of costs and benefits as the 
underlying overall objective of financial reporting. This under-emphasis of the issue 
of costs vs. benefits may have contributed to the Preliminary Views giving insufficient 
prominence to the concept of “reliability” by replacing it with “faithful representation” 
and “verifiability”. 

4. 	 This Paper suggests that a proper understanding of the term “reliability” appears to 
lead to the conclusion that it is still needed as a separate concept. The reliability of 
accounting processes, as well as the concept of evidence together with its verifiabil
ity, may also have a significant impact upon the consistency with which IFRSs are 
applied at an international level because different views about the meaning and im
portance of these may have an impact upon how accounting processes and evi
dence/verifiability concepts are actually applied in preparing IFRS financial state
ments. These matters also lead to another important issue: the full meaning of the 
“stewardship” objective and its implications for accounting standards setting. 
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5. 	 The stewardship objective also involves consideration of accountability for the finan
cial reporting process: financial reporting includes not only the ability of management 
to provide an accounting to users, but also to be able to justify that accounting. A 
case may be made that what ails the IASB’s current approach to financial reporting is 
the disconnect between accounting and financial reporting, between what preparers 
must do to be able to report and the reporting itself. On this basis, the Paper pro
poses that the starting point for the financial reporting process is accounting meas-
urement (as applied by measurement theory) – that is, the subsumption of entity cir
cumstances and events under the recognition, measurement, classification, presen
tation or disclosure requirements in the standards and that such subsumption in
volves management being able to support its arguments in its decision-making proc
ess on these matters. 

6. 	 Justification by management of its decision-making processes in relation to account-
ing measurement implies the need for accounting evidence to support those deci
sions. It is management’s responsibility to gather accounting evidence to support the 
arguments used in its accounting decision-making process. Of course, evidence to 
support some kinds of accounting decisions will be of greater strength than for oth
ers, and this would affect the ability of certain accounting treatments to meet the 
stewardship objective. The nature and extent of evidence will also have an impact on 
the reliability of financial reporting. After-the-fact justification of accounting decisions 
implies that management needs to document accounting evidence by means of ac-
counting documentation, and apply accounting systems and processes to gather and 
process such documentation, to enable the preparation and presentation of reliable 
financial statements. 

7. 	 Consequently, when deliberating on the content of a conceptual framework for finan
cial reporting and on specific financial reporting requirements, the IASB ought to 
consider the need for a treatment of accounting evidence and documentation, as well 
as of the accounting systems and processes, needed to enable the preparation and 
presentation of reliable financial statements. Furthermore, when considering new fi
nancial reporting requirements, the IASB ought to examine the impact of different 
proposed accounting treatments on the ability to obtain and document accounting 
evidence and their impact on accounting systems and processes, and hence on the 
assessment of the resulting costs of proposed financial reporting requirements in re
lation to the prospective benefits. 

8. 	 Quality control over accounting processes is important for the quality of the prepara
tion and presentation of reliable financial statements. Quality control over the finan
cial reporting process can be achieved through the design, implementation and 
maintenance of appropriate accounting processes or by designing, implementing and 
maintaining other adequate internal controls over financial reporting. Consequently, 
achievement of the justification aspect of the stewardship objective and the genera
tion of reliable financial reporting information is predicated upon adequate quality 
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control and internal control over financial reporting. For this reason, quality control 
and internal control over financial reporting need to be addressed in a conceptual 
framework for financial reporting.  

9. 	 When setting financial reporting requirements, the IASB ought to consider the ac
counting processes and internal controls necessary to meet those requirements: ac
counting standards setting ought to involve more than just setting required account
ing treatments, but should also address the potential inherent risks arising from those 
accounting treatments and the controls necessary to respond to those risks. Such 
consideration also assists in the assessment of the costs and benefits of such treat
ments. We surmise that in the long run such considerations may lead to simpler fi
nancial reporting standards and financial statements that are less prone to material 
misstatement. 

10. Although external quality assurance over financial reporting (e.g., audits and reviews 
of financial statements) is beyond the remit of the IASB, the accounting treatments 
required by financial reporting standards do have an impact on the verifiability and 
hence auditability of financial statements. This means the potential verifiability or 
auditability of accounting treatments required by financial reporting standards is 
clearly within the responsibility of the IASB by reference to the stewardship objective 
of financial reporting. It follows that the reliability and stewardship accountability con
siderations (measurement, evidence, systems and processes, control) in relation to 
accounting treatments considered by the IASB would need to be addressed in a con
ceptual framework for financial reporting, and hence potentially in financial reporting 
standards. 

11. On the whole, it appears that the Preliminary Views do not create the comprehensive 
conceptual foundation necessary to address the nature of financial reporting informa
tion. The lack of a comprehensive conceptual framework for financial reporting may 
have serious consequences for future accounting standards setting because delib
erations on the content of proposed financial reporting standards would involve the 
application of inadequate concepts from the Framework in the standards setting 
process. This may lead to standards that are less useful than they otherwise might 
have been in helping to generate reliable, consistent IFRS financial statements that 
also meet the stewardship objective. 

12. This summary contains two diagrams below that attempt – in stark terms – to depict 
the difference between the perspective on financial reporting in the Preliminary views 
and that described in this Paper. In fact, it appears that the Preliminary Views treat 
important aspects of the financial reporting process as if they were a “black box”. 
These comparative diagrams represents an oversimplification of the issues, but it is 
hoped that they nevertheless help shed some light on the fundamental difference in 
perspective. It should be noted that these diagrams do not represent the financial re
porting or accounting process, but rather attempt to show the interrelationship be
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tween the concepts. The theoretical foundations for these concepts are depicted in 
the diagrams included in the full Paper. 

Perspective of CON 1 and 2, IASB Conceptual Framework 
and Preliminary Views on Financial Reporting 

Entity 
Circum-
stances 

and 
Events 

Black Box Decision-useful 
information 

User 
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IDW Concept Paper Perspective on Financial Reporting 

User 

Entity 
Circum-
stances 

and 
Events 

Accounting 
systems and 
processes 

Measure-
ment 

Evidence Documen-
tation 

Commu-
nication 

Decision-useful 
information 

Quality Control and Internal Control Quality 
Assurance 

(In part) 

Pervasive ethical constraints 

13. It was noted that the Board had concluded that “comprehensive reconsideration of all 
concepts would not be an efficient use of their resources” and “many aspects of their 
frameworks are consistent with each other and … do not seem to need fundamental 
revision”. In contrast, this Paper suggests that a fundamental revision is needed. 
These views break new ground with respect to accounting standards setting at an in
ternational level. However, these views appear to be borne out by both underlying 
theories and practice. The concern is that, by neglecting the broad foundations of 
accounting and financial reporting that arise from a proper understanding of the 
stewardship objective and the need for reliable financial reporting, the IASB may also 
be neglecting the “nuts and bolts” of accounting and financial reporting in their 
broader sense, which includes considerations of accounting evidence and documen
tation, accounting processes and systems, and control over financial reporting. 
These considerations ought to have a major impact on the information that financial 
reporting standards require to be reported.  
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Section 1: Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Paper 

14. The purpose of this Paper is to address additional issues in relation to a conceptual 
framework for financial reporting that have not been addressed appropriately in the 
International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB) Preliminary Views “Conceptual 
Framework for Financial Reporting: Objectives of Financial Reporting and Qualitative 
Characteristics of Decision-Useful Financial Reporting Information” (hereinafter re
ferred to as the “Preliminary Views”).  

1.2 Main Issues 

15. In P7 of the Preface of the Preliminary Views, the Board concluded that “comprehen
sive reconsideration of all concepts would not be an efficient use of their resources” 
and “many aspects of their frameworks are consistent with each other and … do not 
seem to need fundamental revision”. Furthermore, in P6 of the Preface the Board 
states that the “goals for the project include updating and refining existing concepts 
to reflect changes … in the two or more decades since the concepts were devel
oped” and “to improve some parts of the existing frameworks, … as well as to fill 
some gaps in the frameworks”. In contrast, in P3 of the Preface, the Board states 
“the fundamental concepts need to constitute a framework that is sound, compre-
hensive, and internally consistent” [italics added for emphasis]. In S1 of the Sum
mary, the Board adds “a framework is a coherent system of concepts …”.  

16. The question arises whether it is feasible to update and refine existing concepts to 
reflect changes in the two or more decades since the concepts were developed and 
improve the existing framework, as well as filling some gaps in the frameworks, with
out a comprehensive reconsideration of all concepts. The question also arises 
whether a treatment of decision usefulness (including stewardship) objectives (the 
outcomes) can be undertaken without examining the prerequisites for their achieve
ment (the accounting process), and whether the treatment of the qualitative charac
teristics of financial reporting information in the Preliminary Views suffices.  

17. By pronouncing only upon the outcomes of financial reporting without considering, or 
pronouncing upon, the process needed to achieve the outcomes, the Board may 
leave itself open to the charge by some critics that the IASB’s pronouncements do 
not reflect the realities of the conditions necessary for an accounting process to 
achieve the desired outcomes. This may lead to an improper assessment of the 
costs of proposed accounting treatments and of their feasibility, which has lead to in
creasing criticism of which we have become aware, that the Board’s pronounce
ments have ceased to be practical and that IFRS financial statements are becoming 
unauditable. Furthermore, there is a question whether some of these issues may 
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have an impact upon the consistency of application of IFRSs on a worldwide basis. It 
should be noted that some countries have standards and guidance on the account
ing process for their national financial reporting standards, but these have not been 
designed for IFRSs. 

Section 2: 	 Qualitative Characteristics: Costs vs. Benefits and Reli-
ability 

2.1 Costs vs. Benefits 

18. An examination of some of the narrative in Statement of Financial Accounting Con
cepts No. 2 (hereinafter referred to as “CON 2”) shows that its treatment of the quali
tative characteristics of financial reporting information was based primarily upon what 
appears to be a not particularly systematic and selective application of parts of deci
sion theory (see, for example, the discussion in CON 1.09), information theory (see, 
for example, footnote 5 in CON 2) and measurement theory (see, for example, foot
note 2 in CON 1 and footnote 9 in CON 2). However, a comparison between these 
three theoretical foundations on the one hand, and the current IASB Conceptual 
Framework (hereinafter referred to as the “Framework”) and CON 1 and 2 on the 
other hand, appears to indicate that basic concepts from these foundations, in their 
state of development when the IAS Conceptual Framework and CON 1 and 2 were 
issued, were either not applied or misapplied in the Framework and CON 2. This in
adequate application of these theoretical foundations is carried forward in the Pre
liminary Views. A few examples of such inadequacies can be identified at first 
glance. 

19. In consonance with the Framework and CON 2, the Preliminary Views treat the costs 
and benefits of financial reporting information as a constraint. We recognize that the 
determination of the benefits of particular accounting treatments in this context is 
more difficult than the determination of costs, since the benefits are comparatively 
diffuse, whereas the costs are borne by preparers. Nevertheless, it is possible to de
velop a sense of the direction (increase or decrease) of benefits in this context. In 
any case, treating the concept of costs vs. benefits as a constraint on financial re
porting, rather than as the underlying overall objective of financial reporting (that is, 
having financial reporting provide information with a cost-benefit relationship that 
most closely serves the risk preferences of users as a group), does not accord with 
decision theory. 

20. This difference in perspective (that is, costs vs. benefits as the objective, rather than 
as a constraint) in conceptual frameworks for financial reporting may have a signifi
cant impact on how benefits and costs are taken into account when accounting stan
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dards setters deliberate prospective financial reporting requirements. There may be 
a case that treating the costs vs. benefits issue as a constraint rather than as the ob
jective diminishes the weight given to this issue when accounting standards setters 
consider accounting treatments for financial reporting standards. This raises the 
question as to whether accounting standards setters, such as the IASB, place insuf
ficient emphasis on the issue of costs vs. benefits. Furthermore, under-emphasis of 
the issue of costs vs. benefits may have led to insufficient prominence being given to 
certain concepts, in the Preliminary Views, that need to be considered by accounting 
standards setters when developing standards. One of these concepts is “reliability”. 
In particular, a conceptual framework for financial reporting needs to be recognize 
that there is a significant cost to a lack of adequate reliability. 

2.2 Reliability 

21. In the Preliminary Views the Board chose to replace the concept of “reliability” with 
“faithful representation” and “verifiability”. An examination of the use of these latter 
two concepts in the Preliminary Views suggests that they do not appear to provide 
comprehensive coverage of the meaning of reliability. In particular, the term verifiabil
ity appears to contain two aspects: direct verification and indirect verification, but 
does not address the issue of the reliability of the accounting processes needed to 
achieve faithful representation. In addition, the concept of “verification” is predicated 
upon the existence of another concept – “evidence” – which is also not addressed in 
the Preliminary Views. 

22. It should be noted that, unlike in the Preliminary Views, in which both verifiability and 
neutrality are included under “faithful representation”, measurement theory clearly 
distinguishes the term “reliability” from the concept of validity (which includes the 
concept of “representational faithfulness” using different terminology). Furthermore, 
measurement theory addresses neither evidential concepts (which is the province of 
the science of evidence), nor the concept of verification, the application of which de
pends upon a concept of evidence.  

23. The reliability of accounting processes and evidence, together with its verifiability, 
may also have a significant impact upon the consistency with which IFRSs are ap
plied at an international level because different views about the meaning and impor
tance of these may have an impact upon how accounting processes and evi
dence/verifiability concepts are actually applied in preparing IFRS financial state
ments. All in all, there does not appear to be a strong case for eliminating the con
cept of reliability from measurement issues (as defined by measurement theory) in 
financial reporting. 

24. Issues in relation to reliable accounting processes and beyond reliability in relation to 
the evidence and its verifiability also lead to another matter: the full meaning of  the 
stewardship objective and its implications, which is addressed in Section 3. 
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2.3 	 Need for Comprehensive Reassessment of Qualitative Characteristics of Finan-
cial Reporting Information 

25. The issues noted above in relation to costs vs. benefits, reliability, verifiability and 
evidence suggest that a more comprehensive reassessment of the qualitative char
acteristics of financial reporting information may be needed. For example, there are 
matters that both preparers and users must consider beyond sheer costs and bene
fits and decision usefulness. In particular, there are requirements (e.g., legal stat
utes, regulations, administrative rules, court decisions, professional or industry codes 
of professional conduct, entity ethical requirements, community standards) which we 
have subsumed under the term “ethical constraints” that constrain the ability of pre-
parers to prepare or report (e.g., confidentiality requirements), and users to receive 
or use (e.g., conflicts of interest) valuable information. In other words, given both of 
the issues noted, there are matters relating to the suitability of financial reporting in
formation beyond decision-usefulness. The Framework ought to provide an adequate 
treatment of the constraints beyond decision-usefulness that may have a major im
pact on the content of financial reporting standards.1 

Section 3: 	The Relationship between The Objective of Financial 
Reporting and Stewardship 

3.1 	 Financial Reporting, Decision-Usefulness, Stewardship, and Accountability 

26. OB2 in the Preliminary Views states that “the objective of general purpose external 
financial reporting is to provide information that is useful to present and potential in
vestors and creditors and others in making investment, credit, and similar resource 
allocation decisions.” QC 1 and 2 then link this objective to the need for financial re
porting to provide decision-useful information to these users. Furthermore, OB28 
states, “the objective of financial reporting stated in paragraph OB2 encompasses 
providing information useful in assessing management’s stewardship.” However, this 
latter statement is not without controversy, since two IASB members disagree with 
the subsumption of the stewardship objective within the decision usefulness objec
tive (see AV1.1 to AV1.7). 

27. In particular, this alternative view points out that stewardship is concerned with the 
accountability of management or those charged with governance of an entity to its 

1 See the abridged version of the FEE Issues Paper „Principles of Assurance: Fundamental Theoretical Issues 
With Respect to Assurance in Assurance Engagements“, (FEE: Brussels, April 2003), pp. 15-29, for a more 
thorough treatment of suitable information.  
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owners, which is at the heart of the financial reporting process in many jurisdictions 
(see AV1.3). There is some merit to this view, but there appear to be additional sub
stantive reasons beyond those provided in the alternative view as described in the 
Preliminary Views. 

28. The two dissenting IASB members correctly point out that financial reporting is a 
process (see AV1.3) by which information is prepared, presented, delivered and 
used. In this sense, the stewardship objective encompasses an accountability func
tion, which encompasses more than just the end product (decision-useful informa
tion, whether for investment, credit, and similar resource allocation decision, or for 
stewardship), but also involves consideration of the accounting process by which the 
information is produced and presented.  

29. The very word stewardship refers to the office, term or duties of a steward – one who 
is entrusted with the management of property, finances or other affairs not his or her 
own. By definition, stewards are accountable to owners, which means that they are 
liable to being called to account by those owners and are therefore responsible for 
an accounting to those owners. The provision of such an accounting goes beyond 
just the provision of information useful to users in relation to stewardship: it means 
that stewards must be in a position to support such information that they have pro
vided to owners. This goes to the very heart of the meaning of accountability and ac-
counting. 

3.2 Accountability, Accounting, and Justification 

30. As noted in the previous subsection, the concepts stewardship and accountability not 
only encompass the provision of information (an accounting) to owners, but also the 
ability to support such information. Both the Preliminary Views and the IASB Alterna
tive View on the stewardship objective do not appear to address this essential aspect 
of stewardship. Yet the very words “accountability” and “accounting”, which are de
rived from the verb “to account”, signify that accounting, and hence financial report
ing, involve more than just the provision of information: they encompass the ability of 
stewards (management, or those charged with governance, in a business enterprise) 
to justify the accounting provided to owners and other users – independent of 
whether an audit thereof is performed, since audits represent a “verification” of that 
support. 

31. Such justification of an accounting can only be provided by the books, records and 
other documents created by the accounting process that is maintained by manage
ment of an entity. For this reason, partnership and corporate law in most industrial
ized countries require management to maintain adequate books and records in some 
form (whether by statute, regulation or through court decisions). Furthermore, ac
counting regulators and enforcement authorities have a particular interest in the abil
ity of management to justify an entity’s financial reporting information.  
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32. By focusing on only the “end product” of the financial reporting process (decision
useful information), the IASB does not appear to recognize that financial reporting is 
much more than a set of financial statements, etc. provided to users: it represents 
the end of the chain of accountability through accounting. A case may be made that 
what ails the IASB’s current approach to financial reporting is the disconnect be
tween accounting and financial reporting, between what preparers must do to be 
able to report and the reporting itself. The analysis in this Paper suggests that it is 
important to put accounting (the ability of management to justify its financial report
ing) back into financial reporting. 

33. By refastening financial reporting to its accounting roots, the conceptual framework, 
and hence financial reporting standards, would reflect the fact that accounting, and 
hence financial reporting, is not an academic exercise, but a practical one. This Pa
per is not suggesting a reversion to the almost entirely process-driven financial re
porting standards prior to the 1970’s at the expense of decision-useful information. 
Rather, the Paper seeks to bring a sense of balance back into financial reporting 
standards by having the conceptual framework foundation of those standards recog
nize the interplay between the needs of the accounting process and useful financial 
reporting information.  

34. To this effect, this Paper examines some of the important accounting issues that 
form the prerequisites for justification in financial reporting, including measurement, 
evidence, documentation, systems, quality (internal) control, and the conclusions that 
would be drawn for qualitative characteristics of financial reporting information.  

Section 4: Measurement, Evidence, Documentation and Systems 

4.1 Accounting Measurement 

35. The word “measurement” as used by the IASB is confined to the determination of 
monetary amounts, which is rather narrow compared to the meaning of the term in 
“measurement theory”. Using the term as applied in measurement theory, measure-
ment in accounting refers to the mapping of empirical phenomena (an entity’s cir
cumstances or events) to accounting objects (e.g., particular recognition, measure
ment, classification, presentation or disclosure requirements for particular items in 
the financial statements, as defined by the IASB). The starting point to support an 
accounting is the ability of management to justify the decisions that it has taken with 
respect to accounting measurement decisions. Such justification involves manage
ment being able to support the arguments in the entity’s decision-making process to 
recognize, measure (as defined by the IASB), classify, present or disclose (or not to 
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do so) certain entity events or circumstances in a certain way. The arguments in
volve the use of evidence to support a particular decision (see next subsection). 

36. It should be recognized that the arguments for some decisions would be stronger 
than for others depending upon the circumstances or events and the requirements in 
the standards. For example, the arguments supporting measurement decisions (as 
the IASB uses the term) leading to some accounting estimates (e.g., fair values 
where no suitable market prices are available) may have less support than argu
ments supporting some other accounting measurements (e.g., the historical costs of 
property, plant and equipment). The fact that some arguments have less support 
means that it is more difficult in those cases for management to be held to account 
for its decisions and therefore more difficult to meet the stewardship objective. It also 
suggests that some arguments may be less reliable than others.  

37. The analysis in this Paper suggests that the IASB may need to recognize in its con
ceptual framework that the basis for accounting and hence financial reporting is the 
subsumption of entity circumstances and events under the recognition, measure
ment, classification, presentation or disclosure requirements in the standards, the 
basis for which is measurement theory, and that such subsumption involves man
agement being able to support its arguments in its decision-making process on these 
matters. Furthermore, the IASB may also need to recognize that the arguments sup
porting some kinds of accounting decisions will be of greater strength than for others 
and that this would have an impact upon the ability of certain accounting treatments 
to meet the stewardship objective and on the reliability of financial reporting. The 
“measurement” issue is important because the lack of a common understanding of 
this issue may lead to inconsistent application of IFRSs on a worldwide basis.  

4.2 Accounting Evidence 

38. Evidence is information that is used to support or undermine a particular assertion 
with respect to a certain matter. When management seeks to support the arguments 
in its decision-making process to recognize, measure, classify, present or disclose 
(or not to do so) certain circumstances or events relating to the entity in a certain 
way, it uses information (evidence) to support the assertions embodied in its argu
ments. The existence of circumstances or the occurrence of events in relation to an 
entity generally leave behind evidence about these. Furthermore, the formulation of 
arguments in the decision-making process about the recognition, measurement, 
classification, presentation and disclosure of such events and circumstances also 
represent evidence supporting the arguments in that decision-making process. The 
underlying theoretical basis for evidence as a concept can be found in epistemology 
and the newly founded interdisciplinary science of evidence. 

39. It is management’s responsibility to gather evidence to support its accounting deci
sion-making process (see the treatment of documentation in the following subsec
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tion). Without such evidence, management is not in a position to justify its decisions 
on accounting treatment, and management would therefore be unable to meet its 
stewardship responsibilities. In fact, without evidence, oversight of those charged 
with governance over management and enforcement over financial reporting by en
forcement authorities would not be feasible. We suggest referring to such evidence 
as “accounting evidence” to distinguish it from “audit evidence”. Accounting evidence 
enables management to meet its stewardship responsibilities (and those charged 
with governance their oversight responsibilities) regardless of whether or not that 
evidence is then also used to support the contents of the financial statements when 
audited. 

40. As noted in the previous subsection, it is the accounting evidence in relation to the 
existence of circumstances, occurrence of events and their subsumption under the 
requirements in financial reporting standards that lends its support to particular ar
guments supporting management decision-making on accounting treatment. Argu
ments are of greater or lesser strength because the evidence supporting them is of 
greater or lesser strength. For example, evidence supporting the recognition of a 
cash receipt deposited onto an enterprise’s bank account may be of significantly 
greater strength than evidence supporting the recognition of revenue for a complex 
sales contract. In some circumstances the appropriate accounting treatment for 
given financial reporting requirements may depend upon management applying its 
judgment in weighing the evidence.  

41. This analysis suggests that the IASB ought to consider including the concept of ac-
counting evidence in the conceptual framework and recognize that it is manage
ment’s responsibility to gather, and weigh, evidence to support the arguments used 
in its accounting decision-making process. A number of IASB pronouncements, such 
as implementation guidance, already include such evidential considerations. How
ever, this issue has not been addressed in a systematic manner. When considering 
prospective financial reporting requirements, the IASB ought to examine their poten
tial impact on the ability of management to obtain accounting evidence and the cost 
of obtaining that evidence.  

42. As a consequence, at a later stage, it may also be worth considering whether a stan
dard on accounting evidence may need to be developed and whether individual 
standards ought to include specific requirements or guidance on the evidence 
needed to support certain accounting treatments. Furthermore, the IASB may need 
to recognize that the accounting evidence supporting some kinds of accounting deci
sions will be of greater strength than for others and that this would have an impact 
upon the ability of certain accounting treatments to meet the stewardship objective or 
to provide reliable financial reporting information. This is important because differing 
views about the accounting evidence necessary to support certain accounting treat
ments may lead to inconsistent application of IFRSs internationally.  
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4.3 Accounting Documentation 

43. When management engages in its accounting decision-making processes, manage
ment not only needs to be able to justify these decisions, based upon the evidence, 
at the time they were made, but also subsequently as part of management’s stew
ardship responsibilities, which involves an “after-the-fact” accounting to the owners. 
Consequently, if owners or representatives of the owners (e.g., those charged with 
governance), auditors, accounting enforcement authorities, or regulators, need to 
verify management’s justification of its accounting treatments subsequent to the time 
in which management accounting decisions are made, management must ensure 
that the entity documents the evidence supporting the accounting decisions made. 
Consequently, management is responsible for entity accounting documentation. 

44. Documentation of accounting evidence would encompass the evidence supporting 
the existence and nature of circumstances or the nature and occurrence of events 
relating to the entity as well as of the arguments supporting the accounting decision-
making process. Documentation can take the form of accounting books, records and 
other documents, and can be in electronic, paper or other forms. Key is that the 
documentation can be made human-readable in a reasonable time and that it be 
structured such that a third party expert in accounting (such as accounting enforce
ment authorities) without any previous experience in the entity is in a position to un
derstand the accounting evidence supporting the arguments in the accounting deci
sion-making process within a reasonable time. The creation and maintenance of 
adequate accounting documentation is prerequisite for meeting the justification as
pect of the stewardship objective and enables the preparation and presentation of re
liable financial statements. The IASB ought to consider the impact of prospective fi
nancial reporting requirements on the need for, and cost of, documentation.  

45. The analysis in this Paper suggests that the IASB may need recognize the impor
tance of accounting documentation in the conceptual framework, and clarify that the 
maintenance of such documentation is the responsibility of management. The 
framework should note that accounting documentation covers the evidence support
ing the existence and nature of circumstances and the nature and occurrence of 
events relating to the entity that give rise to accounting issues, as well as covering 
the evidence supporting the arguments in the accounting decision-making process. 
As a consequence and at a later stage, consideration may be given as to whether a 
standard on accounting documentation may be necessary, and as to whether spe
cific documentation requirements and guidance may be necessary in particular fi
nancial reporting standards.  

4.4 Accounting Systems 

46. The needs of double entry accounting, the large number of transactions and other 
events in most business enterprises, the complexity of many business processes 
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leading to financial reporting information, and the complexity of financial reporting re
quirements, means that documentation of accounting evidence needs to be collected 
and processed (recognized, measured, classified, aggregated, presented and dis
closed) in accordance with the requirements in financial reporting standards, and 
transmitted and disseminated to external users through the use of an accounting 
system (an accounting system is part of an entity’s internal control – see the next 
section). This means that an accounting system allows management to support the 
contents of its financial statements. Consequently, management is responsible for 
designing, implementing and maintaining an adequate accounting system not only to 
be able to provide reliable decision-useful information to external users, but also to 
perform these tasks to meet its stewardship (justification) responsibilities.  

47. Paragraphs QC53 to QC 59 in the Preliminary Views as well as Section 2 of this Pa
per point out that the benefits of financial reporting information should justify the 
costs of providing and using it. It should be noted that it is impossible to consider the 
costs and practicality of financial reporting requirements without considering the im
pact of these requirements on the design, implementation and maintenance of the 
accounting systems and processes necessary to meet those requirements. Conse
quently, given the impact of financial reporting requirements on accounting systems 
and processes, and the need for such systems for management to be able to meet 
its stewardship (justification) responsibilities and to be able to generate reliable fi
nancial reporting information, accounting systems represent a fundamental concept 
for financial reporting, and in particular, for stewardship and reliable financial report
ing information. 

48. For these reasons, consideration ought to be given as to whether the conceptual 
framework needs to include a treatment of the role of accounting systems (including 
information technology) in financial reporting. Furthermore, when deliberating on new 
financial reporting requirements, the IASB ought to examine the impact of different 
proposed accounting treatments on accounting systems and processes and hence 
on costs. As a consequence, at a later stage, consideration may need to be given as 
to whether a standard on accounting systems may be appropriate, and whether 
needed accounting processes in relation to particular financial reporting require
ments ought to be addressed for particular standards. It should be noted that differ
ing views about the accounting processes necessary to generate reliable financial 
reporting information may result in IFRS financial statements of differing reliability. 
Hence, the issue of accounting systems and processes is fundamental to consistent 
application of IFRSs.  
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Section 5: Quality Control, Internal Control and Quality Assurance 

5.1 Quality Control over Financial Reporting 

49. As noted in Section 3, accounting and hence financial reporting represents a proc
ess. Accounting involves the processing of inputs (financial reporting requirements 
and the events, business processes and circumstances relating to the entity) into an 
output: the financial statements. Consequently, the quality of the financial statements 
depends upon the quality of the accounting inputs and the quality of the accounting 
process. In this Paper, the term “quality” refers to the degree to which the properties 
of an object satisfy stated or implied purposes. 

50. Accounting standards setters are responsible for promulgating one of the accounting 
inputs (financial reporting requirements), and are therefore responsible for the quality 
of financial reporting requirements, whereas the management of an entity is respon
sible for the other accounting input (the entity inputs: the events, business processes 
and circumstances relating to the entity or responses to events and circumstances 
beyond management control) and for the accounting process. Consequently, man
agement is also responsible for the decisions that affect the quality of the events, 
business processes and circumstances (or, if not, for the quality of the responses to 
events and circumstances beyond management control) relating to the entity and for 
the quality of the accounting process. 

51. The quality of financial reporting requirements promulgated by an accounting stan
dards setter, such as the IASB, is often gauged by reference to the degree to which 
the application of the financial reporting standards satisfies the qualitative character
istics of financial reporting information and thereby meet the objectives (i.e., the pur
poses) of financial reporting. However, this Paper seeks to demonstrate that the 
qualitative characteristics of financial reporting information identified by the IASB in 
its conceptual framework project may require further revision, and may not be com
plete. 

52. The quality of the entity inputs into the accounting process (the events, business 
processes and circumstances relating to the entity or responses to events and cir
cumstances beyond management control) from an accounting point of view repre
sent an as yet largely unexplored topic. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that some 
inputs (e.g., events, such as cash receipts, or business processes, such as collection 
of accounts receivable) clearly facilitate the consistent application of accounting re
quirements more than others (e.g., events, such as the incurrence of environmental 
damage, or business processes, such as the fulfillment of complex sales contracts). 

53. Nevertheless, the quality of the financial statements for given inputs can only be as 
good as the accounting process. Consequently, quality control over the accounting 
process is central to the quality of the financial statements: For this reason, adequate 
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quality control over the accounting process is a prerequisite for the achievement of 
the accountability aspect of the stewardship objective and for the generation of reli
able financial statements. This means that quality control over the financial reporting 
process has an impact upon the consistent application of IFRSs. When considering 
prospective financial reporting requirements, the IASB needs consider to the impact 
of these requirements on quality control measures and their cost. 

54. Quality control over the financial reporting process can be achieved through the ap
propriate design, implementation and maintenance of accounting processes, or by 
designing, implementing and maintaining other internal controls over entity inputs 
and the accounting process (the basis for which can be found in control theory). 
Since the accounting system, and the accounting process and quality control meas
ures over that process, also represent a part of an entity’s internal control system, 
the achievement of the stewardship objective for financial reporting and the genera
tion of reliable financial reporting information is closely linked to internal control over 
financial reporting. 

5.2 Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 

55. The previous subsection notes that the accounting system and process and quality 
control measures over that process represent a part of an entity’s internal control 
over financial reporting and demonstrates that internal control over financial reporting 
is a central financial reporting concept. Consequently, the stewardship objective to 
enable accountability and the ability to generate reliable financial reporting informa
tion depend upon the design, implementation and maintenance of adequate internal 
control over financial reporting by management.  

56. There is considerable literature on internal control over financial reporting. Further
more, different internal control frameworks have been issued in different jurisdictions: 
e.g., COSO (I and II) in the U.S., CoCo in Canada, and Turnbull in the U.K. Despite 
the fact that these frameworks are supposed to address internal control in enter
prises generally (e.g., safeguarding of assets, effectiveness and efficiency of opera
tions, compliance and communications), they have tended to overemphasize control 
over external financial reporting, which represents a subset of compliance and com
munications. On the other hand, the COSO “Internal Control over Financial Report
ing – Guidance for Smaller Public Companies“ concentrates solely on internal control 
over financial reporting for smaller public companies. 

57. Nevertheless, despite this “overemphasis” on financial reporting in these frameworks 
(with the exception of the latter guidance), these control frameworks do not provide 
adequate guidance on internal control over financial reporting to allow preparers of 
financial statements to determine the effectiveness of their internal control over fi
nancial reporting.  This is particularly the case because these frameworks do not set 
forth suitable qualitative effectiveness criteria and because they do not directly link 
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accounting requirements with particular consequences for internal control over ac
counting processes. 

58. For SEC-Registrants, and through a kind of osmosis also increasingly for other en
terprises, the nature of internal control over financial reporting in enterprises has also 
been heavily influenced by the PCAOB’s auditing standard AS-2, which, however, is 
an auditing – not an accounting – standard that does not apply directly to entities that 
are preparers of financial statements. The SEC is attempting to remedy this anomaly 
by having issued guidance for management on management’s report on internal con
trol over financial reporting (which is accompanied by the issuance of the new 
PCAOB auditing standard AS-5 to replace AS-2). However, the SEC guidance 
represents very high level guidance, contains no specific requirements, does not 
contain any qualitative effectiveness criteria for internal control over financial report
ing, and does not directly link specific accounting requirements to consequences for 
internal control over accounting processes. 

59. The internal control needed over accounting processes flows directly from the inter
action between 1. the nature, timing and extent of transactions and other events, and 
the nature of the circumstances and conditions, relevant to financial reporting in an 
entity and 2. the accounting requirements applicable to the entity. This interaction 
leads to inherent risks of material misstatement (whether due to fraud or error) of the 
financial statements: that is the risk that a material misstatement occurs. Manage
ment is responsible for designing, implementing and maintaining internal control 
adequate to respond to and thereby reduce the risk of material misstatement (that is, 
the combination of the inherent risks arising from the interaction noted above in the 
first place together with the risk the internal control over financial reporting will not 
prevent, or detect and correct such misstatements) to an acceptably low level. With
out adequate internal control over financial reporting, the accounting process and 
hence the financial statements resulting from that process will not be sufficiently reli
able for users. Furthermore, differing views about quality control and internal control 
over financial reporting may lead to differing reliability of IFRS financial statements 
and have an impact on the consistent application of IFRSs. 

60. Consequently, the inherent risks of material misstatement and therefore internal con
trol over financial reporting to respond to those risks are central risk management is
sues for financial reporting, and therefore these issues also ought to be central is
sues for accounting standards setters, including the IASB. With a few exceptions,2 

the various frameworks dealing with internal control and, in varying degrees, with in
ternal control over financial reporting, currently do not link their guidance on internal 

In Germany, the IDW has an accounting pronouncement (IDW Stellungnahme zur Rechnungslegung: 
Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Buchführung bei Einsatz von Informationstechnologie (IDW RS FAIT 1) [“IDW 
Accounting Principle: Principles of Proper Accounting When Using Information Technology”] (IDW AcP FAIT 
1)) based upon legal requirements that does provide effectiveness criteria and documentation requirements 
specifically in relation to internal control over financial reporting. 
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control to the specific requirements of a set of financial reporting standards. In other 
words, there are no standards on the internal control over financial reporting in ac
cordance with applicable financial reporting standards (including IFRSs), and there is 
a disconnect between guidance on internal control over financial reporting and appli
cable accounting standards. The need to resolve this disconnect is made more ur
gent by the financial reporting implications of XBRL and its potential drill-down fea
tures, the implementation of which in entity financial reporting increases the impor
tance of quality and internal control over financial reporting. 

61. The current situation with the noted disconnect appears to untenable in the long run. 
Consequently, this Paper suggests that accounting processes and internal controls 
over financial reporting necessary to meet financial reporting requirements ought to 
be addressed in a conceptual framework for financial reporting. Furthermore, when 
setting financial reporting requirements, the IASB also ought to consider the ac
counting processes and internal controls necessary to meet those requirements: ac
counting standards setting ought to involve more than just setting required account
ing treatments, but also address the potential inherent risks arising from those ac
counting treatments, the controls necessary to respond to those risks, and their cost. 
We surmise that in the long run this may lead to simpler financial reporting standards 
and financial statements that are less prone to material misstatement.  

5.3 External Quality Assurance Over Financial Reporting 

62. Thus far this Section has dealt with quality control over the accounting process from 
within the entity and internal control, as opposed to any form of external control over 
the financial reporting process, and has come to the conclusion that quality control 
and hence internal control are an inextricable part of an accounting system when ap
propriately considering the accountability aspect of the stewardship objective of fi
nancial reporting and the need for reliable financial reporting information. Neverthe
less, there may be important reasons (often justified by means of agency and control 
theory) for the establishment of external quality assurance (external controls) over 
the product of the financial reporting process (the financial statements). Such needs 
lead to legislators or regulators requiring audits or reviews of financial statements for 
certain kinds of enterprises or for other forms of financial reporting oversight or en
forcement. Based on current professional standards for professional accountants in 
public practice (referred to as “practitioners”), such engagements performed by prac
titioners include audits and reviews of financial statements. Some jurisdictions have 
accounting oversight or enforcement authorities. 

63. External quality assurance in relation to financial statements means that an objective 
(and hence independent of the entity and its management) and competent third party 
“verifies” whether the financial statements comply with applicable accounting re
quirements. Standards for such external quality assurance are not within the remit of 
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accounting standards setters, such as the IASB, but are in the province of auditing 
standards setters, such as the International Auditing and Assurance Standards 
Board (IAASB). Nevertheless, as pointed out in the subsection on accounting docu
mentation, the key to documentation (and hence accounting systems and internal 
controls over that system) is that accounting evidence can be made human-readable 
in a reasonable time and that it be structured such that a third party expert in ac
counting (such as an auditor or accounting oversight authority) without any previous 
experience in the entity is in a position to understand the accounting evidence sup
porting the arguments in the accounting decision-making process within a reason
able time. 

64. Consequently, the verifiability (and hence auditability) of financial statements pre
pared in accordance with particular accounting standards is within the stewardship 
responsibilities of management. This means that the potential verifiability or auditabil
ity of accounting treatments required by accounting standards is clearly within the re
sponsibility of accounting standards setters by reference to the stewardship objective 
of financial reporting. It follows that the accountability considerations for accounting 
treatments required by accounting standards in relation to accounting measurement, 
evidence, documentation, systems, and quality and internal control over financial re
porting, need to be addressed by  the IASB in a conceptual framework for financial 
reporting, and perhaps in financial reporting standards.  

Section 6: Conclusions 

65. The views expressed in this Paper accord with the view expressed by the Board in 
P3 of the Preface that “the fundamental concepts need to constitute a framework that 
is sound, comprehensive, and internally consistent” and with its view expressed in 
S1 of the Summary, that “a framework is a coherent system of concepts”. However, 
the concepts in the Preliminary Views do not appear to meet these goals for the reli
ability of financial reporting information or the stewardship objective for financial re
porting. It appears that the Preliminary Views do not create the comprehensive con
ceptual foundation necessary to address the nature of financial reporting information. 
In fact, it appears that the Preliminary Views treat the most important aspects of the 
financial reporting process as a “black box”.  

66. The lack of a comprehensive conceptual framework for financial reporting may have 
serious consequences for future accounting standards setting because deliberations 
on the content of proposed accounting standards would involve the application of in
adequate concepts from the Framework in the standards setting process and thereby 
lead to standards that are less useful than they otherwise might have been in helping 
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to generate reliable, consistent IFRS financial statements that also meet the stew
ardship objective.  

67. It is said that a picture speaks a thousand words. To this effect this section with the 
conclusions contains two diagrams below that attempt – in stark terms – to depict the 
difference between the perspective on financial reporting in the Preliminary views 
and that described in this Paper. These comparative diagrams represents an over
simplification of the issues, but it is hoped that they nevertheless help shed some 
light on the fundamental difference in perspective. It should be noted that these dia
grams do not represent the financial reporting or accounting process, but rather at
tempt to show the interrelationship between the concepts. The items in the “bubbles” 
represent some of the underlying theories supporting the concepts in the financial 
reporting process. 

Perspective of CON 1 and 2, IASB Conceptual Framework 
and Preliminary Views on Financial Reporting 

Black Box Decision-useful 
information 

User 

Information 
Economics, Financial Theory; 

Non-updated parts of Decision Theory, 
Measurement Theory and 

Information Theory 

Entity 
Circum
stances 

and 
Events 
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(In part) 

IDW Concept Paper Perspective on Financial Reporting 
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Accounting 
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tation systems and nication information 
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68. It was noted that the Board had concluded that “comprehensive reconsideration of all 
concepts would not be an efficient use of their resources” and “many aspects of their 
frameworks are consistent with each other and … do not seem to need fundamental 
revision”. In contrast, this Paper suggests that a fundamental revision is needed. 
These views break new ground with respect to accounting standards setting at an in
ternational level. However, these views appear to be borne out by both underlying 
theories and practice. The concern is that, by neglecting the broad foundations of 
accounting and financial reporting that arise from a proper understanding of the 
stewardship objective and the need for reliable financial reporting, the IASB may also 
be neglecting the “nuts and bolts” of accounting and financial reporting in their 
broader sense, which includes considerations of accounting evidence and documen
tation, accounting processes and systems, control, and ethical constraints. These 
considerations ought to have a major impact on the information that financial report
ing standards require to be reported.  
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